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Alma Mater - Imperial Valley College
Dedicated to IVC students, faculty, and staff, past, present, and future

Alma Mater, Alma Mater, our voices we raise,
To Imperial Valley College, an anthem of praise.
Our hope and inspiration, you ever shall be,
Always with us in our thoughts and in our hearts, I.V.C.
When our college days are over, though we pass from your sight,
We'll continue to be true to the red, black, and white.
The memories of our days here, of mentors and friends,
Will stay with us, Alma Mater, for this bond never ends.
Alma Mater, Alma Mater, you are with us each day,
The lessons that you taught us still show us the way.
You guide us and inspire us to be all that we can be,
May your faith in us ne’er falter, for WE ARE I.V.C.
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Permission is given to the IVC Board of Trustees, its agents, and successors, for non-exclusive use of this song in perpetuity.
We request your cooperation in remaining seated during presentation of degrees.